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Sustematic Reading Instruction
has taken the common sense no
tion of trying to specify one's
goals, then checking occasionally
to see if progress is being made
and turned it into an end in itself.
The activity is known as prepar
ing behavioral objectives. While
performance objectives are neither
gooà nor bad in themselves, this
book shows how their use can
become pedantic, trivial, and prob
ably harmful to the successful in
struction of children in the process
of learning.

It is easiest to formulate ob
jectives for mechanical skills.
'I'hus, this book has 17:5 pages de
voted to kindergartenand first
grade type readiness and begin
ning reading activities and 5 pages
devoted to developing reading hab
its. The authors have the right
to coyer anything they like in a
book, but to call this one System
«tic Reading Instruction is like
calling a Pla.yboy centerfold
Grey's A natomy. Given this title,
the contents are superficial and,
tho potentially interesting, insuffi
cient for a reader who needs in
formation promised by the title.

ln many ways this book could
be used as a how not to do it exam
ple. But, if you were one of the
potential readers the authors spe
cify, you would not be reading
the book to discover how not to
use performance obj ectives, The
preface says that if used with a
reading program (basal, language
experience or individualized), it
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will provide supportive skill devel
opment. 1 would suggest that if a
reading program were in opera
tion, this book would be redundant.
Onermight also note the do-as-I
say-not-as-I-do discrepency between
the specifie performance objectives
the reader is told to use on learn
ers and the general exhortations
the authors use on the reader.
Contrast, for example, the fol
lowing!

Given three geometric figures
that are exactly alike and one
that is clearly dif/erent, the
learner marks the one that is
dil/erent. (p. 3-8 - Key objec
tive for developing skill in not
ing visual differences. Sample
of pretest is 0000. Criterion
score is 80 0/0. )

and
Have you asked your learnere
to think today? (p. 242)

or
Does .uowr reading instruction
end with the skül groups or do
you [imd. ways to help your
leœrnere apply theee skills each.
hour 01 the day? (p. 158 - Em
phasis the authors'.)
Sorne readers may wonder about

the criterion scores applied. They
seem to he there because criterion
scores are supposed to he part of
the preparation of such objectives,
rather than because of any parti
cular relationship to the specifie
skill. Other readers may wonder
at the insistence that each skill
he taught in order and that no
skill he passed by until it is mas
tered. Most teachers are aware
that skill sequences are to a very
large extent administrative con
cerns, not learner concerns.
Whether skill X comes before or
after skill Y has to do with the
sequence of the materials (i.e. an
administrative problem) rather
than with whether or not a learner
actually learns either or both
skills.

This book would seem to prove
again just how uncommon com
mon sense really is,

Diagnostic Rpading Inetructioti
is an interesting and valuable
work. It manages that most diffi-
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cult of tasks: developing mean
ingful behavioral objectives
ones that are specifie enough to
be teachable and humane enough
to he learned. Make no mistake,
this is a book about specifie read
ing skills, tested and taught with
rigor. Guszak does refer frequent
ly to the purpose of aIl this skill
instruction competency - so that
the teacher can individualize read
ing instruction. He also indicates
the need for opportunities for
wide reading.

This book is comfortable to use
as a text in reading classes. 1t
also has been very hel p.fui to in
service teachers who are wonder
ing how to be different so as to
meet some of the problems they
find in their present reading pro
grams. It is precise enough that
one can model on it and yet it is
gentle enough that many have
felt it safe to try. This is no small
feat, since many books are either
so general that we can not use
them as change models or so slick
and pat that, while we can admire
them, we know that we are not
so skillful and thus do not try to
change.

The word diagnostic in the title
does not mean that this is a reme
dial book. This is a teaching book,
a diagnostic-teaching book. The
message is: learn enough about
your students so that you can
choose specifie materials and stra
tegies to develop specifie ski11s.
The major units of the book are;
basic concepts of diagnostic teach
ing; what the diagnostic teacher
knows; what the diagnostic teach
er determines; what the diagnostic
teacher prescribes; and, what the
diagnostic teacher organizes and
operates, Within each of these
units the expected topics of word
attack, comprehension, fluency,
motivation and organization are
outlined.

The book is clearly concerned
with the development of skills and
is consonant with current concerns
for behavioral objectives and
teacher raccountability. Sorne .read
ers maybe interested in "indivi-

dualized reading" - in the usual
sense of loosening up teacher con
troIs and of having students read
large quantities of print. They
will find little solace here. How
ever, neither will a teacher trying
to justify usual grouping by aver
age-reading level procedures find
any comfort. Guszak makes a po
tent argument for individualizing
and for grouping by attending to
specifie skill needs.

1 am erotchety enough to resent
paying six and a half dollars for
any paperback but this is a better
than usual book and, therefore,
a better than usual buy.

• • •
Having just reviewed the two
works above, 1 feel a need to share
sorne concerns arising from the
texts. Both the Duffy and Sher
man book and the Guszak book
make a great to-do about the use
of specifie (reading skill) behav
ioral objectives. Having lived
through the times of school "goals"
(in pretty binders ready for the
inspector, but never used) , 1 wateh
the growth of behavioral objec
tives with great interest. 1 am
wi11ing to grant at the outset that
behavioral objectives are good, No
objectives (goals) lead to no
teaching, but ••.•

It is possible to create a11 sorts
of objectives which meet aIl the
currentruies for specificity of
task and testing criteria and which
are so trivial that no one really
cares. It is possible to build large
matrices of such skills which are
so precise and so complete that
such collections need to exist just
for their own esthetic beauty.
Such obj ectives are, of course, of
no real interest for teaching from
or to, 1 would suggest that the
Duffy and Sherman book consists
of such elegant, trivial, fascinat
ing, useless lists,

Other objectives are so much
like a sermon that. the simile Is
too good to miss. Such objectives,
like sermons, are rated on how
piousand how removed from one's
own life they are. (The old
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"goals"?) One wishes to feel up
lifted by a sermon, but not too
threatened by the possibility of
actually having to change oneself.

The problem of getting an ob
i ective precise enough to assess
carefully and still significant
enough to be worth teaching is
very difficult The tighter the ob
jective the less likely it is to he
related to reading and the more
likely it is to be related to sorne
reading skill. The Guszak book is
on reading skills, but the objectives
tend ta he loose enough that one
might actually use them to teach
reading.

There are now many examples
of behavioral objectives for the
teaching of reading skills. The
theory of using such obj ectives is
excellent, but the application of
such lists appears often to be
truly abusive to the child as a
learner and human being. One
example is the attempt to restrict
a child's opportunity ta learn
through the over-eager ap
plication of standards to arbitra
rily sequenced skills as seen in
the Duffy and Sherman book.

The collections of lists of be
havioral objectives for reading
skills will probably grow as con
cern is expressed for account
ability and for the use of crîterton
referenced tests. Basides authen
ticating a teacher's right to be
pedantic and picky-picky, such
lists tend to decrease reading in
structionas they increase time
spent on reading skills instruction.
1t is clear that the tinier the skill
being objectivized, the more pre
cise the objective can be written. So,
to a large extent, the "better" the
objective the more finicky the skill.
Sorne of us think that one of the
fairer current criticisms of schools
is that they spend so much time
teaching children how ta read that
they never get around to teaching
children to read. The wide use of
massive matrices of behaviora1
objectives of reading skillscan on
ly increase this gap.

F. P. Greene
?\fcGill University
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Like the First Commandment,
"Thou shalt understand the laws
of the media" is an extraordina
rily difficult behest to ohey. For
the tyro who is left groping in
these matters and who looks for
enlightenment, here are two wholly
dissimilar studies.

Oh, What a Blow That Phomtom
Gave Mel (the title isappropriate
ly quixotic)attempts ta out-Mc
luhan Mcluhan The news-flash
film-clip prose, the joke chapter
headings, the mosaic build-up,
they are an here (though not, alas,
the wry puns which are a constant
source of delight in Understand
ing Media). In the first half of
the book, the author elaborates a
number of themes which are, to
say the least, less than original;
e.g., we are moving into an era in
which non-verbal communication
will become. increasingly impor
tant, our modes of thought remain
print-dominated, etc. In making
these points, Carpenter resorts to
overstatement with the result that
occasionally he relapses into pa
tent absurdity.

"Translated into gears and
levers, the book became machine,"
he declares. "Translated into peo
ple, it became army, chain of- com
mand, assembly Une .... Language
in turn, was structured by the
book." (pp. 40-41) Come off it,
Carpentel"!




